Swedish Lapland Adventure
Snowmobiling, Snowshoeing, XC Skiing and Igloo Building!!

Snowmobile tour with coffee and sandwich
Welcome to a breathtaking tour with snowmobile. We take you on a tour through deep forests in a beautiful winter world
of the area around the Torne River. We drive in small groups and make our own tracks. During the break around the fire
we offer you some delicacies from Lapland. We use modern snowmobiles with four-stroke engines. Cost: £105 adults,
£55 per child 3.5 hours
Includes: transfer, warm clothes, and coffee/sandwich two persons per snowmobile.
(Book your own snowmobile for £40 extra per person)
Snowmobile tour with lunch
Welcome to a breathtaking tour with snowmobile. We take you on a tour through deep
forests in a beautiful winter world. This is a field trip through the beautiful area around
the Torne River. We drive in small groups and make our own tracks. During the break in
the wood hut, around the fire we offer you some
‘Lappish’ lunch and some other delicacies. We use
modern snowmobiles with four-stroke engines.
Cost: 5 hours - £140 adults £75 child
Cost: 6 hours - £180 adults £90 child
Lunch tour with ice fishing includes transfers, warm
clothes and lunch with two persons sharing a
snowmobile. For one person per snowmobile add
£55 each.
Northern light tour with snowmobile
A fantastic outing in the Torne river valley. The snow is reflecting the moon and the
stars. The headlight from the snowmobile lights up the tracks we follow, as the trees
cast long shadows out in to the darkness. When we stop and turn off the snowmobiles
the silence is total. Then suddenly the sky bursts out in different colours, as the Northern
light appear. The guide tells stories, myths and legends about the Northern light. In the
cabin we serve you some delicacies from Lapland. We use modern snowmobiles with
four-stroke engines.
3 hour tour with coffee and sandwich: £115 per person, £55 per child
4 hour tour with Lappish dinner: £150 per person, £70 per child
Includes: Warm clothes, transfer to the point where the tour starts, two persons per
snowmobile. You can book your own snowmobile for £50 extra per person.
Reindeer Farm Visit
A fantastic opportunity for you to meet a
reindeer herdsman, learn about the Sami
culture and of course meet the gorgeous
reindeer and have a ride in a reindeer
drawn sleigh. You may even be able to
feed them.
2 to 3 hour to see and learn about the
reindeers.
Includes transfers, £55 per
person.
5 – 6 hour tour with opportunity to drive
your own reindeer sled. Includes lunch,
transfers and clothing. £215 per person
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Overnight tour with snowmobile
We drive the snowmobiles out in to the wilderness of the Torne river valley. We follow our own small tracks and seek out
the finest spots near the river. In the evening the guide cooks dinner for you in the cabin where you will sleep. Sauna,
open fireplace and a nice cabin by the river offers the best opportunities for a great outing. We use modern snowmobiles
with four-stroke engines.
You will have a private cabin and you don’t have to share it with other guests. In the cabin there are two bedrooms and a
big living room combined as dining room where spare beds can be placed. We also have a guest cabin if the group is very
big. At breakfast time the guide will return. You will go out again with the snowmobiles for a daylight trip before being
transferred back to town. You will ride 2 persons on each snowmobile. If you want to drive alone it is possible for an extra
£55 per person. If you want to expand the tour it is possible, you can also book extra nights.
Overnight tour: (18 to 20 hours): £330 per person, £145 per child up to 12 years. Tour starts at 3pm.
Add £55 per person for snowmobile each
Includes: Coffee, dinner, breakfast and equipment such as sleeping bags. Gourmet dinner: add £30

Overnight in your own Igloo
At a wilderness camp the guide will show you how to build the Igloo to sleep in. Lunch will be served in the warm camp
and afterwards we continue with your Igloo. Normally it takes approx 4 hours to build an Igloo for two persons. When
your Igloo is ready we have dinner and after some relaxing with coffee or tea and some biscuits it’s time to go to bed
inside. Often it takes some time for the snow to harden so would may build one but sleep in one nearby that is ready for
occupation. Temperature is minus 3-5 inside and it can be much colder outside. We are using sleeping bags made for
down to minus 30 degrees so no one will be cold in the night.
Cost: £305 adults, for children please ask. Includes: transfers, sleeping bags, winter clothes, sauna, lunch, dinner
and breakfast next morning. Duration: 18 to 20 hours.
Ski tour
We go by skis out into the wilderness following a trap line. Here your guide will inform
and teach you some different ways to survive in the wilderness. This will be a shorter
introduction on how to put out snares to get food, you will also see a lot of tracks from
animals and if we have luck we can see some elk or reindeers. Your guide will serve
you coffee or tea and sandwich.
Cost: £90 adult, includes: coffee/tea and
sandwiches, or warm food.
Includes: transfers, clothes. 3 hours.
Snowshoe tour
You will be shown by your guide how to make your own snowshoes taking all
material necessary from the forest. When everything is ready we take a tour out and
test them, during the tour the guide will stop in the forest and serve you coffee or
warm lunch. Very often we have the possibility to see some reindeer or elk and
tracks from wild animals.
Cost: with coffee and sandwich or lunch £95 for adult.
Includes: transfers, clothes. Duration: 5 to 6 hours.

